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Abstract—Uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells in the lung in the form of a tumor can be either benign (non-cancerous) or malignant (cancerous). Patients with Lung Cancer (LC) have an average of five years life span expectancy provided diagnosis, detection, and prediction, which reduces many treatment options to risk of invasive surgery increasing survival rate. Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) for earlier detection of cancer are common. Gaussian filter along with median filter used for smoothing and noise removal, Histogram Equalization (HE) for image enhancement gives the best results without inviting further opinions. Lung cavities are extracted and the background portion other than two lung cavities is completely removed with right and left lungs segmented separately. Region properties measurements area, perimeter, diameter, centroid and eccentricity measured for the tumor segmented image, while texture is characterized by Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) functions, feature extraction provides Region of Interest (ROI) given as input to classifier. Two levels of classifications, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is used for determining patient condition as normal or abnormal, while Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is used for identifying the cancer stage is employed. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) algorithm is used for the main feature extraction leading to best efficiency. The developed technology finds encouraging results for real time information and on line detection for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer is due to abnormal cells developing into a tumor, mutation and excessive reproduction of improper cells are two important reasons [1]. LC is the leading cause of cancer death globally in high, low and middle income countries [2]. The process cancer cells spread to other parts of human body is called as metastasis; early detection of cancer plays an important role to avoid cancer cells leading to metastasis [3].

Cigarette smoking is chief cause containing copious amount of chemicals. Air pollution, excessive alcohol consumption being other factors, about 90% of cases arises due to tobacco use [4]. Small cell LC and non-small cell LC are the two types. The latter which is the most common type can lead to metastasis [5]-[7]. The techniques to diagnose are chest radiograph (x-ray), CT scan, PET scan, MRI [8]-[10]. These procedures detect disease in its advanced stages, reducing chances of survival, and a new technique to identify in its early stages is foremost important.

The CT images assist in detecting the severity of the lung diseases since the visibility of soft tissue is better. Lung disease affects breathing, common forms are acute bronchitis, asthma, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) and LC [11], [12]. Image processing techniques provide a good quality tool for improving the manual analysis, used in various research areas such as military, space, medical and many more. Radiologists classify manually with their own medical knowledge consuming more time and accuracy obtained may tend to decrease while dealing with wide number of CT images [1]-[3].

In the proposed method, an unsupervised non-invasive automatic system for lung tumor detection and classification on CT images is presented. A database containing different cases along with diagnosis information is provided by the Early Lung Cancer Action Program (ELCAP) related to cancer patients are assessed [4]. Simulation results show the high precision and dependability of the proposed algorithm. The results are highly helpful for online doctors and radiologists to easily estimate the size and position of a tumor.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief literature review and their implications with proposed system in Section III, while Section IV presents System Implementation including flow chart and block diagram. Section V shows the advantages of the proposed system. Section VI presents the test results obtained from the simulations performed concluding in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Chunran et al. [1] proposed a fully convolutional network (FCN) based on level set method. FCN used for segmentation nodules detected inside lung area by threshold method and image processing techniques, while segmentation by threshold method is based on the coordinate system transformation.

Shaffie et al. [2] proposed a system fused texture and shape features to get an accurate diagnosis for the extracted lung nodules. 3D Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and higher-order Markov Gibbs random field (MGRF) models were utilized. Modelled features are used to differentiate between the malignant and benign nodules.

Zhao et al. [3] proposed a patch-based 3D U-Net and contextual Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to automatically segment and classify lung nodule. 3D U-Net employed for segmentation, while Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is used to enhance model performance, online
sampling strategy determined malignant nodule.

Abdillah et al. [4] proposed a detection method based on image segmentation using marker control watershed and region growing approach. Enhancement using Gabor filter, feature extraction was performed providing good results with high accuracy and robustness.

Cristian et al. [5] proposed a system using transthoracic ultrasonography (TUS) and US-guided biopsy technique.

Chapaliuk et al. [6] proposed an automated diagnosis system using 3D convolution and neural networks. Accuracy of the networks was evaluated.

Bhattacharya et al. [7] proposed a MEMS based sensor technique. Based on the volatile organic compound concentration exhaled from breath of a person, system identified the cancer patient.

Katre et al. [8] proposed a system with Median filter for noise removal, High boost operator for enhancement, and marker controlled watershed for segmentation. Various classification techniques for detecting LC based on suspicious ROI obtained by feature extraction was discussed.

Prathamesh et al. [9] proposed a system using median filter, Watershed Segmentation and morphological operations.

Wong et al. [10] proposed a LC identification method by exhaled breath using KNN and SVM classifiers with results at accuracy of 84.4%.

III. PROPOSED WORK

The proposed Lung Cancer Detection System (LCDS) examines CT scan images and identifies tumour affected lungs further subdividing into stages as shown in Fig. 1.

1) Image pre-processing
2) Image segmentation
3) Feature extraction

The three phases of image processing listed employed with best techniques along with feed forward neural networks and KNN algorithm creating an efficient and accurate system than existing methods. More significance is given to the feature extraction of tumour region properties given as input to classifiers. During diagnosis suspected patient’s CT image given as input to system checks the patient condition using trained classifiers. Patient lungs found abnormal further examined to identify the cancer stage and appropriate treatment recommended. Tumour classification performed as per criteria’s listed in 8th edition of Tumour Node Metastasis (TNM) staging of LC. 360 CT scan images of Abnormal and normal lungs are collected from ELCAP image database. System is developed using MATLAB.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Medical images have factors such as noise, uncertain tumor boundaries and more dissimilarity in tumor appearance which makes difficult to find exact tumor region [1]-[4]. To overcome problems, methods which are helpful for radiologists in accurately locating tumor are essential [2]-[10]. The doctor suggests CT scan based on the positive results obtained in pre-operative evolution, prostate malignancy and other clinical tests performed in laboratory as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed system

An image read initially by system refers to image acquisition. During process, very crucial to eliminate the effect of noise content and improve image quality before an examination. Noise removal and contrast enhancement are primary steps of significance.

Pre-processing performed in stages as follows:

1) Image resizing
2) Image conversion to gray scale image
3) Gaussian filter applied
4) Histogram equalization
5) Media filter applied

Image pre-processing is improvement of the image data suppressing unwanted distortions. Image scaling, color space transformation, and contrast enhancement is employed in image enhancement. Masking approach used to identify brighter pixels and darker pixels to separate them, value greater than threshold value implies ‘1’ otherwise ‘0’ [3]. Basic morphological operations such as dilation, erosion, opening, closing and bwareopen are employed [4]. Dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image, whereas erosion removes pixels on object boundaries.

![Image Preprocessing Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 2** The proposed system block diagram

**A. LCDS Stages**
1) Acquire CT scan image of suspected person.
2) Pre-processing of image.
3) Segmentation using ROI and Otsu’s thresholding approach.
4) Feature extraction using DWT algorithm.
5) KNN and Neural network classification.
6) Diagnosed result.
7) Treatment method.

**B. Proposed System Techniques**
1) HE
2) ROI extraction
3) Morphological Operations
4) Region properties measurement
5) GLCM
6) ANN
7) KNN

Based on size and shape of structuring element involved, pixels are manipulated from the objects. In medical images, segmentation accuracy is utmost important accounting impact on human lives. Region growing method and Otsu’s thresholding approach are used for segmentation. The former technique performs pixel-based image segmentation involves the selection of initial seed points by examining neighboring pixels of initial seed points and determines to add pixel neighbors to the region [4]. The process is repeatedly performed as shown in Fig. 3.

Feature extraction performed on data set of normal, tumor affected lung CT images. Region properties Area, centroid, diameter and eccentricity of Region of Interest (ROI) are included in feature extraction all being scalar quality. The extracted features shape and size given as input to neural networks. GLCM is texture analysis technique in medical imaging categorizes different combinations of pixel intensity value occurred in an image [4]. Homogeneity, contrast, correlation, energy, entropy features extracted are stored in matrix used in training of ANN.

DWT algorithm applied on image, single level wavelet decomposition is computed. Advantage in training the large data as size of features extracted and stored in the form of 2-D matrix is reduced. Eccentricity value indicates deviation of tumor from being circular in shape, differentiates benign and malignant tumor [5]. Centroid gives the exact location of tumor in the form of x and y co-ordinates, while diameter helps in analysis of rough size of tumor. Perimeter indicates the number of pixels existing on ROI boundary, whereas area gives the overall number of pixels element acquired by the extracted ROI. Conversion relation 37.79 pixels equivalent to 1 cm is used, area value pixels estimated after normalization, size of a tumor is assessed accordingly as shown in Fig. 4.

KNN, used to get level data, classifies images based on the similarity with the stored data, ANN trained by different samples produces better accuracy results even for non-trained images compared to other classifiers [6]-[10]. K= 1, 2 and 3 is used to vote for a class of testing data. At the first level of classification KNN checks for normal lungs, abnormal lungs and tumors very large in size which cannot be segmented.
Second level of classification involves feed forward neural network type of ANN identifying tumor detected as Malignant or Benign, further evaluating the stages based on features extracted, i.e. tumor size (area) and node location (centroid).

V. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
1) System assists medical consultants, cost effective, least invasive and time saving [11].
2) Early detection and prediction of LC play vital role in the diagnosis process and increase survival rate [12].
3) Identification along with accurate classification of
4) LC stages considering several cases are proposed.

VI. RESULT EVALUATION

Fig. 3 Work-flow diagram of the proposed system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages of Lung Cancer</th>
<th>Tumor area assessed in pixels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>0-114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>115-199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>191-266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>&gt;267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Classification as per TNM staging

Fig. 5 Input CT image; CT scan image of suspected patient lungs is given as input to LCDS by consultant to examine the condition, and he/she give his/her opinion
Fig. 6 Resized image; First step is resizing, for further effective processing without reducing quality of an original image.

Fig. 7 Gray scale conversion; Gray scale conversion is performed to the original CT image to convert the color (24 bit) into a grayscale (8 bit), if any.

Fig. 8 Gaussian filtered image; Gaussian filter is a linear filter used in blurring an image, performs smoothing and reduces noise.

Fig. 9 Histogram equalized image; HE technique enhances the contrast of image, while Uniform distribution of intensities exist in the image.

Fig. 10 Median filtered image; Median is a nonlinear filter removes salt and pepper noise, reduces impulsive noise and performs edge detection.

Fig. 11 Region growing segmented image; Segmented suspected lungs boundary is seen. Pixels representing information in image are extracted and grouped together.

Fig. 12 Binarization achieved; Binarization technique is achieved which helps further in thresholding operation.

Fig. 13 Left lung; Left lung is segmented separately using row and column pixel values to obtain better accuracy in detection.
Fig. 14 Right lung; Right lung is segmented separately using row and column pixel values.

Fig. 15 Tumor part; Tumor part is extracted from right lung after segmentation.

Fig. 16 Abnormal lungs; Tumor is detected in right lung finally, after 10 steps mentioned above and declared as abnormal.

Fig. 17 Normal lungs; CT image of normal patient lung is given as input to LCDS, examined and identified as normal. Output is seen in command window. Different cases as such are verified.

Fig. 18 Stage 1 cancer; Nodule area is assessed, declared as stage 1 and malignant type of tumor, computations seen in command window.

Fig. 19 Stage 2 cancer; CT image of a different patient is being examined and evaluated as stage 2, as seen in command window.

Fig. 20 Stage 3 cancer; Based on ROI, area size in pixels is evaluated and declared as stage 3. Output is seen in command window.
Fig. 21 Very large tumour found; KNN identifies very large sized nodule attached to left lung boundary, segmentation is not possible for this kind of case henceforth declared as stage 4 cancer, as seen in command window

Fig. 22 Multiple tumours located; CT image of a case consists of multiple tumours identified in both the lungs, each tumour is being assessed and declared as stage 4 cancer as per TNM staging seen in command window

VII. CONCLUSION

System successfully detects and evaluates the LC stage from CT scan images. The results show that best approach for main features extraction is DWT algorithm, dataset is trained using ANN and KNN along with binarization and GLCM techniques lead to high efficiency of the system at 98.67%. The consultants suggest appropriate treatment based on the severity of the LC stage. Work can be extended to locate tumours in other parts of body.
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